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What we do
We are the only charity in the country that exclusively supports UK-based research into mental illness. We invest in
some of our country’s most promising young scientists in research environments that are at the forefront of the
fight to find ways of preventing and treating mental illness.

Welcome letter from our Chair
Mental health has continued to attract considerable attention in the media
and the support from the Duke of Cambridge and Prince Harry with the
formation of Heads Together has been a boost to all of us concerned with the
impact of mental illness on society as a whole. During the year I have
continued to be part of the Mental Health Research Funders Group which has
been working, led by the Department of Health, on a mental health research
strategy, which will be published later in the year in response to last year’s
five year forward view for mental health from the independent taskforce.
Since Mental Health Research UK first registered as a charity in 2008 we have
been growing steadily. Mental Health Research UK started from very small
beginnings when Laura Davidson, the late John Grace QC and I set it up to
contribute to getting mental health research into a position which reflected the huge burden that mental illness has
on the economy and on the everyday lives of so many people. Our link with the Miriam Rothschild Schizophrenia
Research Fund has been very successful for both organisations. We have become better known over the years and
what we do with our funds is very well-respected. Due to continued support from the Fieldrose Charitable Trust in
the coming year we are able once again to offer three Scholarships – two relating to Schizophrenia and one for
Adolescent Mental Health. We asked MQ, the newest mental health research charity, to help us with the
adjudication as it has a programme of research into that topic. This collaboration worked well and we look forward
to working together again.
We have so far awarded 12 PhD Scholarships. The quality of the applications is high and for this coming year we
have a record number of applications – 42 for the three Scholarships.
The University of Nottingham hosted our Scholars Day this year and it was inspirational. We invited a number of
our supporters to join Trustees and both they and the Scholars said how helpful it was to be able to talk after the
presentations. We are planning next year’s event in London.
We welcomed two new Trustees this year – Laura Purdam who has been helping us on a voluntary basis with our
scholarship administration and Vanessa Pinfold, CEO of the McPin Foundation. I thank Herman van Bellingen for his
years of support as a Trustee and in particular for his advice that has transformed our website and office
procedures.
During the year we have been thinking about how we maintain our sustainability and can report that we have
made an alliance with the McPin Foundation to give each other administrative support if it is needed.
We remain a very ‘lean’ organisation thanks to our volunteers who help with our administration. We have no
employees but we now have four volunteers working with us. David Riggs our Honorary Administrator is
indispensable and takes care of the management accounts and all the day to day administration, Laura Purdam
does the scholarship administration and the Just Giving accounts, Henry Parkinson looks after the newsletters and
supported trustee Ann Dickinson with the Blooming Monday Campaign. I thank Andrew Ford for providing the
Independent Examiner’s Report on our accounts on a pro bono basis. I would also like to thank all our Trustees for
their support and wise advice.
Finally, thank you to all our supporters. Without them we could not do what we all feel so passionately about –
improving the life chances of people who suffer from mental illness through research.

Professor Clair Chilvers
Chair of Trustees
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Mental Health Research UK
Highlights of the year

Our objectives are

● We awarded three new PhD Scholarships as
follows:
 Adolescent Mental Health - University of
Sussex
 John Grace QC (Schizophrenia) - Oxford
University
 The
Fieldrose
Charitable
Trust
(Schizophrenia) - King’s College London.

● To protect and promote the health of the public by
research into the nature, causes, diagnosis,
prevention, treatment and cure of all forms of
mental illness, and in particular the development of
the research findings into practical applications for
the prevention, treatment and cure of mental
illnesses.

● We held our second, very successful, Scholars day in
March at the Institute of Mental Health Nottingham.

In furtherance of the primary objective

● Our supporters raised an amazing £27,000 through
events and challenges.
● Our Blooming Monday campaign led by Trustee Ann
Dickinson and Henry Parkinson saw significant
growth in numbers of those taking part.

● The support from The Scott Eridine Charitable Trust
was a major source of income this year.

(i) to provide information and raise public
awareness and in particular public understanding of
such matters;
(ii) to build research capacity by way of the
provision of fellowships and/or training awards
and/or Scholarships; and
(iii) to encourage the collaboration in research and
the sharing of information both within the UK and
worldwide.

● Overall, thanks to your generosity we raised over
£111,000 this year, a brilliant result.

Income £111,425

Voluntary receipts
Activities for Generating Funds
Interest
Schizophrenia Research Fund
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Expenditure £118,349

Mental Health Research UK Scholarships
Schizophrenia Research Fund Scholarships
Scholars Day
Other
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Our Work in 2016-17
What we did

Our current PhD Scholars

Research

To see the latest reports, please scroll down the
website page.

Three new Scholarships
We were able to offer three PhD Scholarships, starting
in 2017.
The John Grace QC Scholarship in the field of
schizophrenia, attracted eight good submissions.
These were peer reviewed and the Scholarship was
awarded to Professor Daniel Freeman, of Oxford
University. He will supervise the project:
Using immersive virtual reality to help patients with
persecutory delusions successfully re-engage with
social situations.
The Fieldrose Charitable Trust Scholarship attracted
seven
submissions and after peer review the
Scholarship was awarded to Professor Paul Chadwick
King’s College London for the project:
Turning the Curse into a Blessing: Using Mindfulness to
Reduce Schizophrenia Vulnerability in Psychosis-Prone
Individuals.
The Adolescent Mental Health PhD Scholarship 2017
attracted twelve submissions, which after peer review
was awarded to Professor David Fowler at the
University of Sussex. He will supervise the project:
Pre-morbid school functioning and trajectories of
mental health and social disability in adolescence and
young adulthood.

For more details of all our Scholarships click here
to visit our website

Jyothika Kumar, winner of the John Grace
Scholarship 2013, at Nottingham University,
‘Investigating the relationship between glutamatergic
abnormalities and cortical activity in schizophrenia
using Magnetic
Resonance Imaging scanning and
Magnetoencephalography’. Jyothika is in her last year
and should complete her thesis in 2017.
For her latest report, click on the link. 2017 Report
Cristina Filannino, awarded the John Grace QC
Scholarship 2014, to pursue a PhD at City University
London, ‘Understanding and translating Working
Memory Deficits in Schizophrenia into treatment’.
Cristina is completing her third year.
For her latest report, click on the link. 2017 Report
Andrea Fernandes was awarded the Mental Health
Research UK, Mark Robinson MRCVS Scholarship
2014, at the Institute of Psychiatry, Psychology and
Neurosciences, King’s College London (KCL),
‘Association of different treatments for depression
with suicidal ideation and behaviours’. Andrea is
completing her third year and should complete her
thesis in 2017.
For her latest report, click on the link. 2017 Report
Jennifer Dykxhoorn was awarded the John Grace QC
PhD Scholarship 2015 at University College London ‘The Life Course Epidemiology of Psychotic Symptoms
in Schizophrenia and Other Psychoses: from
environment to psychosis.’ Jennifer is in her second
year.
For her latest report, click on the link. 2017 Report
Sumit Mistry was awarded the Bipolar Disorder PhD
Scholarship 2015 at Cardiff University - ‘Identifying
clinical and cognitive endophenotypes for bipolar
disorder: genetic risk score analysis of two large
population cohorts.’ Sumit is now in his second year.
For his latest report, click on the link. 2017 Report
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Our Work in 2016-17
Another Graduate
We are pleased to announce that Daniel McCartney
completed his PhD this year. Daniel's PhD Scholarship
was the John Grace QC PhD Scholarship 2012 at the
University of Edinburgh titled: 'Investigating the
molecular and cellular consequences of Disrupted in
Schizophrenia 1 in patient-derived neural stem cells.
Daniel’s thesis is available on our website

Two new Scholars started in September 2016.
The first, Kamelia Harris at Manchester University, was
awarded the John Grace
QC PhD Scholarship
2016 for ‘Understanding
psychological resilience
to negative stressors and
suicidal thoughts and
behaviours in
people
experiencing
schizophrenia spectrum
disorders.’
I am a pragmatic,
reliable, and fast-learning research associate from the
University of Manchester. My research interests in
particular relate to understanding the development
and treatment of mental conditions. I am also
interested in clinical assessment and research using
computerised measures (e.g., mobile phone
applications, ESM methods).
My PhD project aims to understand psychological
resilience to suicidal thoughts and behaviours in
people with diagnosis on the schizophrenia spectrum.
Research has shown that some people with
schizophrenia can spontaneously develop strategies
which foster resilience. However, we currently do not
know how resilience operates to buffer against the
impact of suicide risk factors and subsequently reduce
suicidal thoughts and behaviours in this population.
The second Scholar is Milan Wiedemann who said ‘Hi,
my name is Milan. My DPhil is due to start in October
2016 at the Oxford Centre for Anxiety Disorders and
Trauma, University of Oxford.
I'm delighted to have been awarded this studentship
by MHRUK and to be given this great opportunity to
develop my research skills and clinical knowledge. My
work will focus on the mechanisms for therapeutic
change and recovery in cognitive therapy for two
common mental health problems. Understanding the
ways in which targeted treatments work will allow us

to enhance and refine their therapeutic utility.
I will be supervised by Professor Anke Ehlers and
Professor David M Clark, whose research has not only
influenced our understanding of how anxiety
disorders
emerge
and are maintained
but also, how we use
psychological
therapies
to
effectively
treat
these conditions.
My project aims to
investigate
mechanisms
of
treatment effects in
cognitive therapy for seasonal affective disorder (SAD)
and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). In
particular, how we achieve good therapeutic outcome
when a highly successful treatment program for PTSD
is delivered via the internet rather than face to face.
I’m looking forward to this next step in my career and
all the valuable experiences and challenges it will
bring.‘

Awarding Research Scholarships
The process for awarding Scholarships starts early in
the year with an advertisement in Research Fortnight
and an email to our academic mailing list.
Applications (only one per scholarship from each
University is permitted) are peer reviewed and scored.
The point of the research proposal, the experience of
the supervisors and the university environment are all
taken into account before the awards are made. The
process is overseen by Trustees Professor Clair
Chilvers, Professor Nicholas Rawlins and Dr Vanessa
Pinfold all research scientists.
We have again asked MQ, the newest mental health
research charity, to help us with the adjudication of
the Adolescent Mental Health Scholarship as it has a
programme of research into that topic. This
collaboration worked well and we look forward to
working together again.
Laura Purdam continues to support the process for us,
which she has done with great effectiveness.
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Our Work in 2016-17
Scholars Day
Scholars Day is our annual opportunity to hear how
the PhD Scholars funded by the charity, are
progressing with their research. This helps us to
monitor the quality of research and inform our
priorities for future funding. It also allows the Scholars
to broaden their understanding of mental health
issues, by meeting others working in different topic
areas or with different research skills. It is also
important that our Scholars get to know each other so
support from their peer group is available if needed.
This year’s event was held on 3rd March at the
Institute of Mental Health in Nottingham. It was a
really successful day and was attended by most of our
past and present Scholars together with Trustees of
the charity and several of its long term major
supporters.
Seven current Scholars made presentations providing
updates on their research. Copies of their slides are
available on our website. The presentations generated
some fascinating questions and discussion.

done to improve outcomes for those who are
affected.
Several of the Scholars told us how valuable it was to
have the opportunity to talk to some of our
supporters who provided insights into their own
experience of mental illness, or that of their loved
ones. All of this reminded the charity of the
importance of its mission to ‘make a difference in the
long term’.

For details of their presentations, see our website:

Relationships
During the year, Mental Health Research UK started
working closely with The McPin Foundation. Their CEO
Vanessa Pinfold became a Trustee and our Chair, Clair
Chilvers, became a Trustee of McPin Foundation. This
not only provides a more secure future for Mental
Health
Research UK, it improves the working
relationship and can in future give us an insight into
the areas of most need for mental health research.
We continue to be a member of the Alliance of Mental
Health Research Funders. It has met twice during the
year and proves a useful forum to exchange views and
experience. Meetings were kindly hosted by MQ at its
London office, and the McPin Foundation.
Clair Chilvers has been asked to join the National
Mental Health Research Funders Group.

Administration and Fundraising
Our Administration, led by David Riggs our Honorary
Administrator, continues to be developed, with
voluntary support from Henry Parkinson and Laura
Purdam, who have both given us brilliant support over
the year. As a small charity with no paid employees,
having support for the day-to-day administration has
made a huge difference to us and we are very, very
grateful for Henry and Laura’s support.
The event demonstrated what a great group of bright
young Scholars we have, who are carrying out the
research projects we support. They are receiving
fantastic support from their respective universities.
This is resulting in some very high quality research,
which is already starting to make a big difference. It
also became clear that several aspects of the research
have wide ranging relevance to areas of mental illness
well beyond the specific aim of the research.
However, it also reminded us how limited knowledge
of mental illness is and how much still needs to be

Fundraising through events and challenges is
described elsewhere in this report but suffice it to say
that we have had great support from the many
people who fundraise for us in this way. We are so
grateful for David’s work, literally on a day-to-day
basis.
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Raising Vital Funds
What we did
Raising money from events and challenges is a major
contributor to the funds we raise throughout the year.
We have again been fortunate this year in having so
many generous fundraisers who give an inordinate
amount of time and effort in raising money for Mental
Health Research UK. WE THANK YOU ALL for your
efforts and the funds raised.
Over 40 individuals and teams took part in fundraising
events and raised over £27,000 for Mental Health
Research UK
This year we asked some of these fundraisers to tell us
their story in the hope that it might inspire others.
Jo Brassington—Frome 10K
In 2015 both Natasha and I lost Dave, a dear friend
and colleague who sadly decided to take his own life.
It was very unexpected and came as a great shock to
us as well as his family and friends. He truly was a
wonderful person, with great character, so
knowledgeable, always reliable and happy to help. Our
sadness and loss inspired us to raise money,
specifically into the valued research that goes on to
answer the questions concerning mental health, why
certain people are more prone to suffering with
depression than others and what we can learn to stop
others from suffering the same.
With experience of mental health issues myself,
particularly with post-natal depression, I wanted to be
able to be part of the answer more than anything. I
had re-commenced running when my daughter was
two years old and found that the exercise, outside
space and distraction helped me, and truly believe
that it helped to save my life.

minutes, received our medals and felt incredibly proud
of ourselves.
Together with the help and support of our family,
friends and colleagues we raised £650 for Mental
Health Research UK, more than we could have ever
imagined, hoping that our small contribution would
help to make a big difference. Dave’s family contacted
us shortly after and thanked us for our efforts.
The photograph above shows me on the left, Natasha
on the right. We had just completed the race. It has
since motivated me to sign up and take part in the
2017 event, in which I aim to improve my time and
continue with my fitness and mental health journey.

Natasha and I had already committed to running the
Frome 10k in our home town, as part of our aim to get
fit and my continued love of the sport. We initially
decided to take part as a way of targeting our personal
goals, but then decided to also use the event as an
opportunity to raise money in memory of Dave, which
only inspired and motivated us more.
On race day, we were nervous. It was our first running
event, it was further than we’d run before in training
and it happened to be on one of the hottest days of
the year. We both hoped that Dave was with us and
watching, as we pushed ourselves towards the 10k
finishing line. To our amazement, we completed the
circuit without having to walk which was a great
achievement in itself. We completed it in 1hour 22
Mental Health Research UK—Annual Review and Accounts 2016/17
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Raising Vital Funds
For Alex
Alex - her incredible auburn hair, her immense
creativity, her confidence, her intelligence, her striking
looks; I could go on.
When we were
younger,
from
around knee height,
there were lots of
us little ones who
lived
in
close
proximity. We’d be
thrust over garden
fences by parents
and left to play for
hours
on
end:
dancing
around
naked in paddling pools, cycling up and down the
residential streets or watching West Side Story again
and again. We kept ourselves entertained by painting
our faces, or dressing up as the Spice Girls (no
question who Alex was). And even though we’d have
humongous fights and not talk to each other for at
least 13 minutes, we were such good friends. Amongst
all the fun, however, there was always something
about Alex, that, even at such a young age, made it
obvious that she was a little uneasy, and that
everything was seen through slightly different eyes.

In our minds there was no better way to celebrate the
life of such a wonderful, creative girl than to have a
party!
So we put our heads together and called in favours
from various friends, acquaintances and local
businesses, and the response was quite simply
overwhelming.
Supermarkets donated food for us to serve, our
garage was turned into a makeshift kitchen to create
all sorts of wonderful canapés, art teachers printed
posters of Alex and her inspirational artwork for us to
sell for the charity, her friends created the most
wonderful invitations, marquees were borrowed,
heaters were shipped from Scotland, friends arrived
with their decks and DJ’d late into the night, Carol
from Mental Health Research UK gave a short talk,
and, because a party isn't a party without live music,
Nigel, Alex’s dad, and his 10 piece Afro, Cuban, Latin
and Jazz band piled in to our kitchen with their
instruments and we all danced for hours and hours.

Throughout our teenage years and twenties, our lives
continued to cross paths; bumping into each other at
friends' parties, or while she’d be walking friend’s
dogs in outrageous and beautiful coats.
Hearing the news last year that Alex had taken her
own life was devastating. All-consuming grief and
sadness overcame everyone. Alex’s incredible family
was awe-inspiring: the worst that could happen had
happened and they dealt with it so bravely, acting
with
such
dignity.
We decided
we wanted to
do something
to
raise
money for a
charity that is
so necessary
in
today’s
world. Mental
Health is so
underrated,
yet it affects
nearly all of us.

The only thing that was missing was Alex.
We sold tickets for our party and people were more
than generous. We set out to make £1,000 and raised
a staggering £4,617.50. All of this money went directly
to Mental Health Research UK.
We can't bring Alex back. In raising this money, our
hope is that the research this essential charity
undertakes will help other people like Alex, who are so
clearly affected from such a young age, and most
importantly helps prevent such tragic loss.
Georgie
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Raising Vital Funds
Cycling for Mental Health Research UK
I love cycling, the open road, me and the scene – as
Robert M. Pirsig says in Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance says, I’d “rather be in the scene than
watch it”. I need challenges to give me real purpose
in life and I’ve always wanted to see more of Britain particularly Scotland. So in 2016 I cycled the 1,000
miles from Lands End to John O’Groats over 14 days
straight (no days off) to raise money for Mental Health
Research UK.
Later that same year I also did a Team Cycle Relay
challenge across Europe, covering 500 miles in three
days - the Extra Mile Challenge.

I was enjoying it and underneath the tears I was
happy. I also have memories of one of the best
birthdays to date on this trip. There were points of
sheer physical exhaustion, but when I look back I am
in awe of myself at what I achieved.
For the Extra Mile Challenge it turned out tougher
than I expected. It was short distances at speed.
Having to cool down and start over again made cycling
a lot tougher. I experienced a mini asthma attack on
day two which scared me, but with a team of four
supporting me (three of whom I hadn’t met before), I
felt strengthened and determined not to quit. The
highlight for me was cycling over the border into
Germany whilst achieving my personal average speed
record. Despite how tough it was, I’m even
considering another trip later this year!
After all the challenges I’ve faced I haven’t given up
cycling - in fact the trip across Britain has reminded
me where my happiness is, on the open road and in
the scene!

Why Mental Health Research UK?

I have had too many lives touch me with mental
health issues including close family, and more
importantly I personally have a hidden mental health
disorder that I survive and manage, in part through
my love of cycling. Mental health treatment and
support is an underfunded area, but research into
what we don’t yet know about many very complex
illnesses needs even more support. Cycling for me is a
coping mechanism, so it made perfect sense for me to
raise funds for Mental Health Research UK through
cycling.
How did it go?
Ultimately it was a tough but exhilarating two weeks
of life in a bubble away from reality. A chance not to
worry. Just to focus on your surroundings. I specifically
remember the evening after I entered Scotland and
crying down the phone to my daughter but telling her

You can take a look at my Facebook blog for photos of
my fundraising journey: https://www.facebook.com/
sachalynch.lejog/.There’s also a few pictures and comments on the fundraising page here: https://
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/sacha-Lynch-LEJOG
Sacha
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Raising Vital Funds
Park Issa Vets
Park Issa vets first started supporting Mental Health
Research UK in 2010 in memory of one of the partners
Mr Mark Robinson B.V.Sc M.R.C.V.S, who sadly took
his own life in 2009. Our fundraising started off with a
10 mile sponsored walk, progressing through the years
to a 16 mile walk
and in 2016 we
attempted
and
completed a 26
mile walk raising
£1,930.00.
We
continue to support
Blooming
Monday,
with
each year getting
brighter
and
brighter.
Other fundrasing
we have done, includes raffles, donating money
instead of sending Xmas cards, donations instead of
receiving birthday presents.

Christmas 2016 saw us getting involved with the local
pantomine who kindly donated the evenings takings,
we also organised a raffle and raised £955.00.
2017 started off with Blooming Monday with the
theme bright wigs!!
As I am typing this
we are organising a
cake sale on the
17th May for all
our clients and
staff, and as we all
like eating cake I
am sure we will do
well. May 28th sees
one of our nurses
running the Edinburgh
marathon,
we all wish her
well. Finally without the support of our lovely clients

we would not have been able to have raised over
£13,000 since we started, so a big thank you to them.
Kerry Rigby
The stories on these pages are just some who have
excelled in raising funds for our research awards
scheme.

Others who we would like to mention:
Pam Bentley

Lady Captain of Faversham
Golf Club
William Bryson:
Virgin London Marathon 17
Rachel Davies:
Great North Run
Finbar Duff:
In Memory of Brenda Witton
Finton House School:
Cake sale
Ellie Grace
Yoga for MHRUK
Grays Funeral Directors In memory of Michael Peter
Driscoll
Gore Bros Funeral Directors
In memory of Brenda Witton
Michelle Goh
Kilimanjaro Summit Climb
Park Issa vets
In memory of Mrs Evans
James Hartley
1 year = No Beer
Louise Mackay
Great North Run
Kate Nicol
Walking the Minster Way
James Preston
London to Brighton Run
Prospect House Vets: Donation
Rebecca Roe
London to Brighton
Challenge
Elizabeth Whitehurst: In memory of Adam
Kieron Webb:
2016 Race to the Stones
Roger Stirk Harbour and Partners
Donation
Sonny Symes
London to Brighton Cycle
St Lukes Battersea:
Donation
St Bernadette’s Catholic Primary School:
Cake Sale
Thanet Male Voice Choir In memory of Brenda Witton

These are a few of the many fundraisers who have supported us over the
year. We would like to thank all those who have gone to extraordinary
lengths to raise funds and support Mental Health Research UK.

Keep up the good work.
Mental Health Research UK—Annual Review and Accounts 2016/17
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Blooming Monday 2017
Henry and I started early sending out emails to all our previous supporters and Clair’s letter was excellent which
was sent out to everyone on our database. It was pleasing that some organisations already had the date in their
diary.
Facebook again was a very useful promotional tool with 527 followers but
we need to try and increase this number. We started a countdown quite
early and the campaign was much more organised this year providing quick
links on to our website with tools in how to support and prepare for the day.
Thank you David and Henry. Laura was very busy on Twitter and posted on
Facebook with timed reminders which seems to work
Both our Ambassadors Bishop Lowe and Peter Harlech Jones wrote a piece
supporting the day and stressed the importance of raising awareness.
Our Sunday, the day before BM was spent collecting in our local Tesco
looking silly! We collected over £300 but we were both a listening ear to
countless sad stories from people touched by Mental Health problems within their own family. The moment people
realised you were supporting Mental Health awareness and research they opened up and told their story.
I emailed a number of Mental Health charities inviting them to
join us with no avail. This included “Heads Together” who
initially seemed interested but I was sent higher up the tree
and was sent away with my tail between my legs. They said
they have their own campaigns and were not interested but
we need to keep trying.
The day has very much become a day of COLOUR and CAKE!
My favourite was the lady who set up on Gloucester railway
platform, Claire Ford who deserves a medal.

We also had support from:
The McPIn Foundation, Guildford Library, Barnwood Trust,
SevernVale Housing, National Grid, Royal Berkshire Health trust,
Tewksbury Ground Workers, Glan Clwyd Cancer Centre, LTC
Tennis Centre, Cheltenham Ladies College, West Somerset Advice
Bureau and Be My Bear.
The Vets performed well with my practice Prospect House and
Park Issa in competition for the best outfits. The Royal Vet College
promoted it for weeks and had a gathering with cakes. Vets Now a
National Company based in Scotland promoted the day in all 65
clinics and their headquarters held a tea.
Ann Dickinson
Trustee
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Financial Review of the Year
Receipts

Cash Funds and Investment Assets

Our receipts (income) reached £111,000 this year,
which is well below last years, which was an
exceptional year, and is probably more in line with
our normal growth being 10% above the previous
year.

As at 31st March 2017, our total cash in the bank and
investment account was £483,099. Our bank account
stood at £107,644 and our investment funds
£375,482.

Our regular donors increased by 10%
We have listed previously (Page 10) some of those
who have supported us this year, many of whom have
suffered a loss of a loved one. We are extremely
grateful for their support.

The Miriam Rothschild Schizophrenia Research Fund
(MRSRF), held by Rothschild Bank has increased over
the year as we have not needed to draw down for
Scholarship payments. We had designated funds of
£20,000 and will need to draw down next year to
cover the Scholarship costs.
The Scholarship expenditure is included in the
charitable expenditure mentioned previously.

Charitable payments

Reserves Policy

Our charitable payments (expenditure) on
Scholarships was
£115,446, including the
Schizophrenia Research Fund Scholarships, which are
funded from our SRF investments.

Our policy on reserves is fairly simple, we will not
embark on awarding Scholarships unless we have the
funds to cover the cost of the full term of the
Scholarship, that is, four years.

We have seven Scholarships running at present, at
Nottingham University, King’s College London, City
University, Cardiff University, University College
London, Oxford University and Manchester University

With MRSRF funds, the policy is that the Scholarships
shall be self-sustaining, in that the income from
MRSRF investments will fund four Scholarships on a
rolling programme. The money raised directly by
Mental Health Research UK will fund additional
Scholarships.

This September (2017), three more Scholarships start
at Oxford University, Sussex University and King’s
College London. In March we advertised for
applications to start new Scholarships in September
2018.
Our spending on Scholarships represents 97.5% of our
total expenditure.

Other payments
Our other expenditure this year covered such things
as T-shirts, event applications, JustGiving and leaflets
and Scholars day. In total this amounted to less than
2.5% of our total expenditure. We don’t anticipate
our other expenditure changing in the foreseeable
future, as all our trustees realise that many of our
donors appreciate the low cost base we have and that
over 95% of our funds go towards research.

Investment Policy
Mental Health Research UK funds are maintained in
bank and interest-bearing accounts. We need the
capital to be secure to enable us to use it for
Scholarship awards. The interest will contribute to the
charity’s receipts.
The MRSRF funds remain with Rothschilds and the
interest and some capital will be used to fund
Scholarships.
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Legal Structure and Governance
Risk Management and Internal control

Grant-making policies

Our review of risk management and internal control is
undertaken in May of each year. As part of that
review, we update our progress under the general
headings of:

We only make grants after an advertised competition.
Detailed applications are required and a scientific peer
review is carried out.



Governance



Operational



Financial



Environmental or external factors

We are addressing any areas of concern in order to
ensure that we have a sustainable long term future.
This year in particular we have improved our
governance with additional trustees and reduced our
operational risk by closer working with The McPin
Foundation.

Public benefit
In reviewing our aims, objectives and planning future
activities, the Trustees have taken into account the
Charity Commission’s general guidance on public
benefit. The Trustees ensure that the activities
undertaken are always in line with the charitable
objectives and aims of Mental Health Research UK and
the Schizophrenia Research Fund.
All the charitable activities for both charities are
undertaken for the benefit of the public in line with
their founding objectives.

Legal structure and governance
Mental Health Research UK is a registered charity in
England and Wales (Charity number 1125538)
regulated by the Charity Commission and established
by its declaration of Trust dated 25 July 2008
The Trustee board is responsible for governance and
strategy of Mental Health Research UK. The Board is
made up of 8 Trustees. The board has full legal
responsibility for the actions of Mental Health
Research UK. Trustees are normally appointed for a
renewable term of three years. The board meets twice
a year and is also responsible for the day-to-day
running of the Charity.

We publish on our website, www.mhruk.org.uk, from
March each year, in-depth information on our
grants process and who may apply (where you will
also find grant application forms).

Our staff and volunteers
None of our work would be possible without the
dedication and hard work of volunteers and
supporters.
In addition to the Trustees, we have four active
volunteers, who manage the affairs of the charity.
David Riggs:

Administrator

Laura Purdam :

Scholarship administrator

Henry Parkinson: Newsletter & Blooming
Monday co-ordinator
Andrew Ford:

Independent Examiner

We do not have a paid workforce.
Our volunteers continue to make an extraordinary
contribution. Their annual contribution is vital, but
their impact goes way beyond money.
To our supporters, volunteers are the public face of
our Charity. It is by working together in this way that
Mental Health Research UK will achieve its goal of
transforming lives.

Statement of Trustees’ responsibilities
The Trustees are responsible for preparing this
Trustees’ Report and the financial statements in
accordance with applicable law and United Kingdom
Accounting Standards (United Kingdom Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice).
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Board of Trustees
The following Trustees served during 2016/17.

New Trustees
We are pleased to welcome two new members to the
Trustee board. Vanessa Pinfold and Laura Purdam,
joined the board in October 2016.

Professor Clair Chilvers
Dr Laura Davidson
David Pugh
Ann Dickinson
Herman van Bellingen—resigned November 2016
Lord Neuberger

The Board of Trustees would like to express their
sincere gratitude and thanks to Herman van Bellingen
for all his work and support to us over the years,
particularly in relation to IT.

Professor Nicholas Rawlins

Dr Vanessa Pinfold – elected October 2016
Laura Purdam—elected October 2016

Dr Vanessa Pinfold
Vanessa Pinfold has a PhD from the Department of Geography, University of
Nottingham where she worked
on the impact of mental health
deinstitutionalisation. Since then, she has taken her research interest to King’s
College London and the Institute of Psychiatry, Rethink Mental illness and
recently to set up a charity – the McPin Foundation (www.mcpin.org). She has
peer reviewed publications on stigma and discrimination, carer support,
co-production and wellbeing networks. Vanessa is passionate about the
importance of mental health research and chairs the Alliance of Mental
Health Research Funders. MHRUK and the McPin Foundation have agreed to
formalise our close working relationship by appointing Vanessa to the MHRUK
Board and Clair Chilvers to the McPin Foundation Board. Click here for more details.

Laura Purdam
Knowing the impacts that mental health issues can have on all involved, Laura wanted to use her skills and experience to help in any way she could. Alongside working, Laura started volunteering for Mental Health Research UK in
April 2015 and has since become a trustee for the charity. Laura takes responsibility for administering our PhD programme on a voluntary basis.
Laura gained a degree in psychology at the University of Leeds, where the course
was well suited to her analytical nature and her interest in research. Her
knowledge gained at university, particularly surrounding depression and the
importance of valid research, supported her decision to get involved with Mental
Health Research UK.
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Independent examiner’s report to
the trustees of Mental Health Research UK
I report on the accounts of the Trust for the year ended 31 March 2017, which are set out on the following pages.
Respective responsibilities of trustees and examiner
The charity’s trustees are responsible for the preparation of the accounts. The charity’s trustees consider that
an audit is not required for this year under section 144(2) of the Charities Act 2011 (the 2011 Act) and that
an independent examination is needed.
It is my responsibility to:

examine the accounts under section 145 of the 2011 Act

to follow the procedures laid down in the General Directions given by the commission under section
145(5)(b) of the 2011 Act

to state whether particular matters have come to my attention
Basis of independent examiner’s report
My examination was carried out in accordance with the general directions given by the Charity Commission.
An examination includes a review of the accounting records kept by the charity and a comparison of the
accounts presented with those records. It also includes consideration of any unusual items or disclosures in
the accounts, and seeking explanations from you as trustees concerning any such matters. The procedures
undertaken do not provide all the evidence that would be required in an audit and consequently no opinion
is given as to whether the accounts present a ‘true and fair view’ and the report is limited to those matters
set out in the next statement.
Independent examiner’s statement
In connection with my examination, no matter has come to my attention:
(1) which gives me reasonable cause to believe that in any material respect the requirements:

to keep accounting records in accordance with section 130 of the 2011 Act and

to prepare accounts which accord with the accounting records and comply with the accounting
requirements of the 2011 Act have not been met or
(2) to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a proper understanding of the
accounts to be reached

Andrew Ford
Andrew Ford FMAAT
Director
Hammond Ford & Co Ltd
10 Northgate Street, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP33 1HQ
29th June 2017
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Charity Name
Mental Health Research UK

No (if any)
1125538

Receipts and payments accounts CC16a
Period start date

For the period
from
1st April 2016

Period end date

To

31st March 2017

Section A Receipts and payments
Unrestricted funds

Restricted
funds

Endowment
funds

Total funds

Last year

to the nearest

to the nearest £

to the nearest £

to the nearest £

to the nearest £

£

A1 Receipts
Voluntary Receipts

1

74,855

-

-

74,855

186,500

Activities for generating funds

2

13,313

-

-

13,313

12,264

Investment dividends / Interest

3

3,257

-

-

3,257

3,124

Bank interest

-

-

-

-

-

Other receipts

-

-

-

-

-

20,000

-

-

20,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

Schizophrenia Research Fund Income

111,425

Sub total(Gross income for AR)

111,425

201,888

A2 Asset and investment sales, (see table).
-

-

-

Sub total

-

Total receipts

111,425

-

-

111,425

418
1,243

-

-

418
1,243

216
1,436

Cost of charitable activities

505

-

-

505

803

Governance costs

229

-

-

229

85

Scholars Day

508

-

201,888

A3 Payments
Cost of generating voluntary receipts
Fundraising costs

4

508

Mental Health Research Scholarships

5

81,948

-

-

81,948

42,825

Schizophrenia Research Fund Scholarships

6

33,498

-

-

33,4968

29,025

Sub total

-

-

-

-

-

118,349

-

-

118,349

74,390

A4 Asset and investment purchases, (see
table)
-

-

-

Sub total

-

-

-

-

-

Total payments

118,349

-

-

118,349

74,390

6,924

-

-

6,924

127,498

483,131

6,892

-

490,023

-

476,207

6,892

Net of receipts/(payments)
A5 Transfers between funds
A6 Cash funds last year end
Cash funds this year end
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Section B Statement of assets and liabilities at end of the period
Categories

Unrestricted
funds

Details

To nearest £

B1 Cash funds

CAF Bank Current Account

To nearest £

100,752

Paypal Account

Endowment
funds
To nearest £

6,892

808

Close Bros

74,175

Shawbrook

70,000

Scottish Widows

90,499

Skipton Building Society

70,000

Nationwide Building Society

70,000

7

Restricted
funds

Total Cash Funds

476,207

6,892

(agree balances with receipts and
payments account(s))
Unrestricted
funds

Restricted
funds

Endowment
funds

Details

To nearest £

To nearest £

To nearest £

Details

Funds to which
assets belong

Cost (optional)

Current value
(optional)

B2 Other monetary assets

B3 Investment assets

Rothschild investments for SRF

1,136,077

Details

Funds to which
assets belong

Cost (optional)

Current value
(optional)

Details

Funds to which
assets belong

Cost (optional)

Current value
(optional)

MHRUK PhD Research Scholarships

Cash funds

220,935

SRF PhD Research Scholarships

Rothschild
Investments

371,040

B4 Assets retained for the charity’s
own use

B5 Liabilities

8
9

Signed by one or Two trustees on behalf of all the trustees

Signature
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Notes on Accounts by the Trustees of Mental Health Research UK
The numbers relate to those shown against the entries on pages 18 and 19.
1. Voluntary Receipts
Voluntary receipts comprise donations received by the charity in the year, including income tax reclaimed under Gift Aid.
2 Activities for Generating Funds.
Activities for generating funds represents donations received through schemes run by the charity, eg 1000 Supporters or
Blooming Monday.
3. Investment dividends / Interest.
This is interest arising from monies set aside to cover future Scholarship costs.
2017
Close Bros (July & January)

2016

1,440

1785

Shawbrook

980

980

Scottish Widows

362

359

Skipton Building Society

226

0

Nationwide Building Society

249

0

3,257

3124

4. Fundraising Costs.
Fundraising costs are those associated with events (entry fees and t-shirts/vests)
5. MHRUK Scholarships
2017

2016

Edinburgh University

2012

6,354

0

Nottingham University

2013

6,943

8,825

King’s College London

2014

31,310

34,000

Cardiff University

2015

37,341

0

81,948

42,825

6. SRF Scholarships
2017

2016

Edinburgh University

2012

6,355

0

Nottingham University

2013

6,943

8,825

City University London

2014

20,200

20,200

33,498

29,025
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Notes on Accounts by the Trustees of Mental Health Research UK
The numbers relate to those shown against the entries on pages 18 and 19.
7. Cash Funds comparison with previous year
2017

2016

107,617

253,699

808

0

Close Bros

74,175

72,735

Shawbrook

70,000

70,000

Scottish Widows

90,499

90,137

Skipton Building Society

70,000

0

Nationwide Building Society

70,000

0

483,099

486,571

Current Account
Paypal Account

8. MHRUK Liabilities for PhD Research Scholarships
Year of start of Scholarship
Edinburgh University
2012
Nottingham University
2013
King’s College London
2014
Cardiff University
2015
Oxford University
2016
University of Sussex
2017
Raising Awareness (3yrs)
Children and Young People PSP

2017
0
0
6,000
40,450
89,185
77,300
3,000
5,000
220,935

2016
10,000
10,000
34,000
82,000
92,000
0
0
0
228,000

2017

2016

9. SRF Liabilities for PhD Research Scholarships
Year of start of Scholarship
Edinburgh University

2012

0

10,000

Nottingham University

2013

0

10,000

City University London
University College London

2014
2015

20,500
94,050

42,000
84,600

Manchester University

2016

75,850

74,600

Oxford University

2017

91,240

0

King’s College London

2017

86,400

0

3,000

0

371,040

221,200

Raising Awareness (3yrs)

Other matters
Staff costs
The charity has no paid employees. The trustees of the charity do not recognise, in financial terms, the time spent by
volunteers on behalf of the charity.

Trustee Remuneration and expenses.
No trustee receives remuneration for their services.
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